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1. Introduction. In the present note we exhibit a generalization—

to universal algebras—of the familiar structure of free Boolean alge-

bras, particularly the free algebras of a finite number of generators.

The result here established is a ready consequence of the principal

structure theorem for (universal) "93-algebras" (Foster [l; 2]; see

also below) ; from these references we recall several orienting essen-

tials.

Let Sp = inx, n2, ■ • ■ ) be a given species and 21 = iA, ox, o2, • • • )

a (universal) algebra of species Sp ; here A = { • • • , £, • • • } is the

class of elements of SI and ox, o2, • • ■ the primitive operations, where

Oi is «i-ary,

«<(&. • • • , £„,) G A, (£„ ■■■ ,tniEA; i =1,2, ■■■).

31 is called "functionally strictly complete" (f.s.c.) if for each positive

integer k and for each mapping f(£x, • • ■ , £t) of the set A(-k)( = kth

Cartesian power of .4) into the set A, the function /(&, • • • , £*) is

expressible as a "strict 2l-function," i.e., as some composition, via the

primitive o i of 21, of indeterminates £i, • • • , £» over the set A. If 21 is

f.s.c. it is necessarily of finite order n iA = class of n elements) ; also

for at least one w¡ of Sp, «,•> 1 (see [l; 2]).

A "primal" (universal) algebra $3 = (P, ox, o2, ■ ■ • )—of species Sp

—is one which is f.s.c. and not isomorphic with Io, the one-element

algebra. Among the profusion of known primal algebras we here re-

call (Io) (7"2, X, ""), the two element Boolean algebra, and more

generally (2°) (7"p, X,"*), where X, "* are respectively the product

and £~ = l+£ in (Fp, X, +), the prime field of characteristic p.

Again, for any integer n> 1, (3°) (Pn, X, "*), the basic Post algebra of

order n (Rosenbloom [4]; Foster [l; 2]). Further we have (4°),

(£?„, X, ""*), any "group frame": here (G„, X) is (G\ X)—any finite

group of order n — 1 and with its identity denoted by 1—augmented

by a null element, 0, where 0X£ = £X0 = 0 (£GG), and £~ is defined as

the cyclic permutation of G corresponding to any given ordering

0,1,a,ß, ■ ■ •,7ofG,i.e.,0'- = l, l~ = a, a~=ß, ■ ■ ■ ,7~ = 0. (For

these and additional primal algebras see [l; 2].)

Each primal algebra 93 is the "kernel" of the class of "93-algebras,"

that is, the class of algebras 21, of the same species as 9ß, which
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satisfy all identities satisfied by 93. In particular the class of all (i)

Boolean algebras, (ii) /»-algebras (rings), (iii) Post algebras, is coex-

tensive, up to isomorphisms, with the class of all 93-algebras with the

kernel 93 respectively chosen as (i) (F2, X, ~), (ii) (Fp, X, ""), (iii)

iPn, X,~).
From [2 ] we require the following basic result.

Theorem 1. Let 93 be any primal algebra. Then: (1) The class of all

^-algebras is coextensive with the class of all subdirect powers of 93, or,

equivalently, with the class of all subalgebras of direct powers of 93. (2) A

finite ^-algebra, 21, is isomorphic with a direct power of 93,

31 SÉ 93(í) = 93 X 93 X • • • (= /th direct power),

and

n' = n'     in', n = orders ofñ, 93).

2. Free algebras. Let © be a class of equations, of species Sp.

A model of ©, i.e., an algebra 31 of species Sp, which satisfies all identi-

ties @, is called "exact" if each identity satisfied by 21 is a logical con-

sequence of ©.

Theorem 2. Let © be a class of equations of species Sp, let k be an

integer and let ?Fi(©) be the free algebra of k generators determined by ©.

If © possesses a ifinite) model, 93, which is (Io) exact and (2°) function-

ally strictly complete, then it(@) is a finite algebra with the structure

ffi(©) = 93<n >  (= iikÛL direct power of 93; n = order of 93),

k
n' = nn       in' = order of ?«,•(©)).

Proof. Let &,•••,£* be generators of i*(©). Since 93 is assumed

to be an exact model of ©, the elements of $*(©) are in 1-1 corre-

spondence with the classes &, C2, ■ • ■  of identical strict 93-functions

f(£i, • • ■ . £*)> i-e-> f(£i> •••>£*) and 8(Si. "••»&) belong to the same
d if and only if f = g is an identity of 93. Now since 93 = (P, 0, ■ • ■ ) is

further assumed to be functionally strictly complete, each of the n"

different set-theoretical mappings f(£i, • • ■ , %k) of the set F(i)

( = /feth Cartesian power of P) into the set P may be expressed in at

least one way as a strict 93-function f(£i, • • • , &). Hence there are

precisely nn classes d and consequently

(1) n' = order of JF*(©) = nn .

In particular $*(©) is thus a finite 93-algebra. From (2) of Theorem 1

we then have: for some integer /,

(2) £*(©) = 93(,) ( = /th direct power of 93).
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Comparing the order of $*(©) computed from (2) with (1) we have

t = nk and the theorem is proved.

Remark. The finiteness of $*(©)—apart from its structure—fol-

lows from condition (Io) alone. In fact if © possesses a finite and

exact model, 21, of order n, the number of classes d above is ^«",

and we have
i

n' = order of ?*(©) 5Í nn .

If in Theorem 2 we take © as the class ¿(93) of all strict identities

satisfied by 93 or, what is equivalent, as any basis 2X, 22, • • • for the

class £(93), Theorem 2 may be restated in the form of Theorem 3 be-

low. (In this connection it is known (Yaqub [5]) that ¿(93) always

possesses a finite basis, i.e., a finite number of strict identities 2i,

22) • • • , 2, satisfied by 93 from which all strict identities satisfied by

93 follow as a logical consequence.)

Theorem 3. Let 93 = (F, o, ■ ■ ■ ) be an arbitrary primal algebra of

ordern. Then ïi[93], the free ^-algebra of a finite number k of generators,

has the structure

$k[%]= 93("fc) (= nHh direct power of 93),

n' = order of^k [93] = nn .

On proper choice of the kernel, 93, Theorem 3 applies, in particular,

to free Boolean algebras, free p-algebras (rings), free Post-algebras,

etc. (§1).

Finally we remark that Theorem 3 (or 2) may be further general-

ized to yield a corresponding structure for iFit[93i, 932, • • • , 93»], the

free "(93i, • • • , 93s)-algebra." This extension requires the general

structure theorem for such algebras, derived in [3]. Here 93i, 932, ■ • ■ ,

93, is any "independent" class (see [3] for definition) of primal alge-

bras (all of the same species Sp), and a "(93i, • • • , 93„)-algebra" is any

algebra, 21, (of species Sp) which satisfies all strict identities common

to 93i, • • • , 93s. We shall however not enter into this here.
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